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performance / healthcare in-stock

Pattern/
Width

Content and
Finish		
Weight/
Backing				Linear Yd.

Pattern		
Directional
Repeat				

Abrasion
(Wyzenbeek)

Breaking
Strength				

Crocking

Light		
Cleaning
Fastness		
Code

Cinema

54"

100% Polyurethane
Backing: 70%			
Polyester; 30% 																	
Cotton

Antimicrobial		

20.3 oz.
lin. yd.							

none			

no		

200,000
double rubs

warp: 130 lbs.
wet: 120 lbs.

dry: class 5
wet: class 5			

200 hours		

WS, BC:5:1
water/bleach

Illusion

54”

Vinyl
Backing: 100%
Polyester, MellohideTM

MorCleanTM		
FR free		

30 +/- 2 oz.
per lin. yd.				

none			

no		

200,000
double rubs

warp: 108 min.
fill: 71 lbs. min

dry: good
wet: good			

200 hours		

WS, BC: 9:1
water/bleach

Stage

54"

70% Vinyl, 30%
Polyester				
Backing: 100%
Polyester

Permablock		

30 oz.
lin. yd.				

none			

yes		

930,000
double rubs

warp: 121 lbs.
fill: 72 lbs						

dry: class 4 min

1000 hours		

WS, BC: 9:1
water/bleach

Hopsack

54"

Vinyl
Backing: Polyester

Advanced Soil
and Stain		
Resistant Top		
Coat

30.0 oz./
lin. yd.							
+/- 1.0 oz. 										

none			

directional

100,000+
double rubs

warp: 121 lbs. min dry: excellent
fill: 72 lbs. min
wet: excellent

1000 hours		
class 4.5		

WS, BC: 4:1
water/bleach

Cover Cloth 54"

56% Repreve®
Post Consumer			
Recylced Polyester,
44% Polyester		

Crypton Green®

0.88 lbs.
lin. yd.							

none			

yes		

200,000
double rubs

warp: 121 lbs.
fill: 72 lbs.

1000 hours		

W, BC 10:1
water/bleach

dry: excellent
wet: excellent			

Flammability: All fabrics passes California Technical Bulletin 117-2013, Section 1; UFAC Class 1; NFPA 260 Class 1
* This term and any corresponding data refer to typical performance in the tests indicated and should not be construed to imply the behavior of this or any other material under
actual fire conditions.
Multiple factors affect fabric durability and appearance retention, including end-use application and proper maintenance. Wyzenbeek results above 100,000 double rubs have
not been shown to be a reliable indicator of increased fabric lifespan.
Cleaning Information:
W, WS – Water Solvent: Spot clean with a mild solvent, an upholstery shampoo, or the foam from a mild detergent. When using a solvent or dry cleaning product, follow
instructions carefully and clean only in a well-ventilated room. Avoid any product that contains carbon tetrachloride or other toxic materials. With either method, pretest a small
area before proceeding. Always rinse promptly with clean water.
BC – Bleach Cleanable: Follow bleach to water dilution ratio. Do not clean/disinfect fabric for longer than 10 minutes using diluted bleach solution. Always riRse promptly with
clean water after applying the bleach solution.

Additional Notes:
Individual samples available. Please send requests to samples @omseating.com
Manufacturers will always attempt to ship to a satisfactory commercial match. Because of industry standard dye lot variation, colors may not match exactly.
Specifications are correct at time of printing and are subject to change without notification. Additional specifications may be available by contacting OM.
Visit www.omseating.com for more information about ergonomics and the design of omseating.
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academy 3P31

ensemble 3P32

cue 3P36

icon 3P33

noir 3P30

thriller 3P37

cameo 3P38

casablanca 3P40

cori 4V14

teller 3V81

houdini 3V80

siegfried 3V88

roy 3V85

copperfield 3V86

angel 3V89

blaine 3V83

burton 3V87

cats 3V50

grease 3V53

hamilton 3V56

chicago 3V52

frozen 3V54

shrek 3V58

fame 3V59

phantom 3V57

indigo 4C04

4

performance / healthcare in-stock

cinder 4V10

mystic 4V19

ahoy 4V13

twine 4V16

fjord 4V15

hemlock 4V18

grass 4V12

koi 4V17

platinum 4C02

vesper 4C05

gunmetal 4C01

jet 4C00

oat 4C06

sorrel 4C08

syracuse 4C03

russet 4C07

cover cloth - Crypton®

stage – vinyl

aida 3V55

om

hopsack – vinyl

illusion – vinyl

penn 3V84

GRADE

performance / healthcare in-stock

cinema – PVC free

blockbuster 3P34

3

